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Conservation organizations have made recommendations for the shared responsibility of federal, state and 
county governments to responsibly address the long-term county funding situation pertaining to federal 
public forestlands managed by the Bureau of Land Management in western Oregon.2 This supporting 
analysis is one of three prepared by the Larch Company. The other two are (available upon request): 
 

• Shared Responsibility for O&C Funding: Increasing County Property Taxes (January 2012). 
• Shared Responsibility for O&C Funding: Cost Savings of Transferring Western Oregon BLM Lands to 

the Forest Service to be Part of the National Forest System (January 2012) 
 
 

Summary 
 

To pay it’s fair share of $36.7 million annually (one-third of the $110 million annually demanded 
by the Association of O&C Counties to replace the O&C Fund), the State of Oregon could 
increase the Oregon Forest Products Harvest Tax (FPHT) by $9.21/MBF (thousand board feet) 
of logs (<2% of current log values). This would be in addition to the current FPHT, which has 
averaged $3.21/MBF. The current FPHT is used exclusively to support timber industry activities, 
rather than contributing anything to the general welfare of the state. 
 

The O&C Fund was established by Congress in 1937. 75% of gross timber receipts from the sale 
of timber on the Bureau of Land Management’s O&C lands in western Oregon go into the O&C 
Fund and then distributed to the counties based on the share of O&C lands within their borders. 
This funding mechanism is no longer adequate. This paper analysis shows that the state 
government could do its fair share of providing alternative funding to the O&C counties. The 
federal government and the O&C counties themselves would have to also comparably respond.  
 

                                                
1 Thanks to Randi Spivak (Geos Institute) and Chandra LeGue (Oregon Wild) for help with this analysis. 
2 Spivak, Randi. 2011. Shared Responsibility: The Conservation Community’s Recommendations to Equitably 
Resolve the O&C County Funding Controversy. Coast Range Association, Cascadia Wildlands, Geos Institute, 
Klamath-Siskiyou Wildlands Center, Oregon Wild Sierra Club and The Larch Company. Available at 
www.andykerr.net/downloads. 
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Private Timberland Owners Pay Very Little Taxes 
 

Despite significant rises in land and log values, the timber industry pays far less state taxes than 
it used to (see Figure 1). It receives extraordinarily special treatment in terms of local property 
taxes.3 Private timberland owners no longer pay any severance tax (some small owners do, but it 
is in fact a delayed payment of their local property taxes, rather than a true severance tax). 
Federal tax treatment of private timberlands often results in very little, no and sometimes 
“negative” taxes (one is richer after “paying” their timber taxes than before).4 
 

Private Timberland and Log Values Have Risen Due to Decreased Federal Logging Levels 
 

As federal timber cutting levels have decreased, private timberland and log values have 
increased. It is fair to tax those who have benefited financially from changed federal forest 
policies. 
 

Increasing the Oregon Forest Products Harvest Tax 
 

A logical way for the State of Oregon needs to pay its fair share (one-third) of the O&C shortfall 
is to increase the Oregon Forest Products Harvest Tax (FPHT) to raise $36.7 million annually, 
which is one-third of the $110 million annually being demanded by the Association of O&C 
Counties to replace the O&C Fund. 
 

The average FPHT rate between 2004-2011 was $3.21/mbf (thousand board feet).5 
 

The average amount of timber cut on private land between 2001-2010 was 3,777 million board 
feet.6 
 

To raise $36.7 million annually so the state could pay its fair share of the O&C shortfall, the 
FPHT would have to increase $9.21/MBF, assuming 2004-2011 average timber prices and 2001-
2010 average cutting levels. 
 

Unlike property and income taxes that are levied as percentage of value or income, the FPHT is a 
set dollar amount levied for each 1,000 board feet of logs (after the first 25,000 BF exempted 
annually). For example, if the price of logs doubles, the tax remains the same. Although the 
income has doubled, the effective tax rate is halved. 
 

Due to booming export markets,7 in November 2011, Douglas-fir #2 sawlogs in southern Oregon 
were selling for $545/MBF,8 If an additional tax of $9.21/MBF was levied, the effective tax rate 
would be 1.7% of log value. 
 

There are several reasons why it is fair and just to tax the harvest of forest products, including, 
but not limited to: 
 

1. On average, 81% of the tax is paid by private timberland owners, who have seen their 
land and log values increase as dramatically as federal timber logging levels have decreased. Log 

                                                
3 http://www.oregon.gov/DOR/TIMBER/how-forestland.shtml 
4 Johnson, Calvin H. 2009. Timber! Tax Notes. November 16. Page 801-804. 
5 http://www.oregon.gov/DOR/TIMBER/2003_fpht.shtml 
6 http://www.oregon.gov/ODF/STATE_FORESTS/FRP/docs/25YearHarvestHistory.xls 
7 Kerr, Andy. 2011. Oregon and Washington Raw Log Exports Versus Domestic Timber Supply and Prices. Larch 
Occasional Paper #10. The Larch Company. Ashland, OR. (available at www.andykerr.net/downloads). 
8 Sohn, Rick. Jan. 10, 2012. Housing starts:  Building permits Look Up. Natural Resources Report. 
http://naturalresourcereport.com/2012/01/housing-starts-building-permits-loook-up/ 
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values on state lands (8% of average) have also increased due to reduced logging levels on 
federal lands.9 
 

2. None of the current Oregon Forest Products Harvest Tax that is collected goes to support 
the general welfare of the state, but only to state programs that directly benefit the timber 
industry, such as enforcement of the Oregon Forest Practices Act, Oregon State University 
Forest Research Laboratory, Oregon Forestland Protection Fund and the Oregon Forest 
Resources Institute.10 
 

3. The timber industry used to pay far more taxes to the state than it does now. See chart 
below. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Timber tax collections from 1980 through 2008. The Eastern and Western Oregon shading on the graph were 
a “severance tax” when logs were “severed” from the private timberlands. This former tax should not be confused 
with the current Oregon Forest Products Harvest Tax, which is a tax on all logs from private, state and federal (but 
not tribal) lands in Oregon. Graphic: Oregon Legislative Assembly Legislative Revenue Office.11 
 

During each regular session, the Oregon Legislative Assembly renews the Oregon FPHT. It 
should take the next opportunity to increase the FPHT so the State of Oregon contributes its fair 
share to the maintenance of the O&C counties. As FPHT is not a property tax, Measures 5 and 
50 do not apply. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
                                                
9 Oregon Department of Forestry. 2010. 25-Year Harvest History Data. 
http://www.oregon.gov/ODF/STATE_FORESTS/FRP/docs/25YearHarvestHistory.xls 
10  http://www.oregon.gov/DOR/TIMBER/how-timber.shtml and http://www.oregon.gov/DOR/TIMBER/tax-
receipts.shtml. 
11 ______. 2009. 2009 Oregon Public Finance: Basic Facts. Legislative Revenue Office, Oregon Legislative 
Assembly, Salem, OR. Research Report #1-09. http://www.leg.state.or.us/comm/lro/2009_pub_finance.pdf. 

! Dedicated to the conservation and restoration of nature, The Larch Company is a non-
membership for-profit organization that represents species that cannot talk and 

humans not yet born, A deciduous conifer, the western larch has a contrary nature. !


